WDS’s new castors make light work of moving heavy items
WDS Component Parts Ltd. has launched a new range of free-running castors and wheels that
cover a range of sizes, load capacities and materials.
The castors are available in light, medium and heavy duty capacity models, up to 500kg loads and with
wheel diameters 80mm to 200mm. A twin wheel version is available for heavier loads. The bracket types
include fixed, swivel and swivel-and-braked options and are available in zinc coated steel or 304 stainless
steel.
The wheels have either nylon or steel centres, the latter being the high strength option, and can be fitted
with a plain or ball central bearing. There are a number of material options for the tyres. Grey rubber tyres
ensure quiet running, so are favoured for use in hospitals, libraries and offices. Blue rubber is nonmarking, making it ideal for clean rooms, show rooms, operating theatres, laboratories and food facilities.
For applications where there is a wide environmental temperature range, such as bakeries and heat
treatment facilities, WDS recommends phenolic wheels, made of plastic impregnated with layers of,
silicone, melamine or epoxies - which can with stand temperatures from -40degCto +280degC. Nylon
wheels are rigid and do not flatten under load, so are best for pushing heavy loads, while fibre reinforced
wheels are quiet, non-marking and able to take heavy loads so are often used in applications where a
combination of performance characteristics are required or where frequent washdowns occur.
In addition to these, WDS also offers levelling castors, which can be used to raise the castors so that the
equipment itself sits firmly on the floor and is less susceptible to being knocked out of position. These are
particularly popular for levelling off equipment when parked on uneven surfaces or for equipment that is
not moved often. Theatre stage set designers also like them because they enable props to be moved
quickly, easily and quietly onto the stage, then the wheels can be raised so that they are not visible to the
audience and the prop is stably positioned.
The castors compliment WDS's already extensive offering of engineering components, most of which are
available for same-day dispatch. Orders can be placed via the company's website (www.wdsltd.co.uk),
where full product details and dimensions, technical information, and 2D and 3D CAD drawings are
available to download.
Image captions:
Image 1: Blue rubber tyres are non-marking, making it ideal for clean rooms, show rooms, operating
theatres, laboratories and food facilities.
Image 2: Grey rubber tyres ensure quiet running, so are favoured for use in hospitals, libraries and offices.
Image 3: The castors compliment WDS's already extensive offering of engineering components, most of
which are available for same-day dispatch.
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About WDS
WDS are the UK’s leading manufacturer of standard parts for use in machine build components, standard
parts, jigs & fixtures, and consumer products. The range of products available from WDS grows daily and
so has the methods available to designers and engineers for identifying, specifying and purchasing any of
the 20,000+ parts currently held in stock. For example, WDS has made ordering workholding solutions
cheaper and quicker by removing small order surcharges.
The WDS range covers five main divisions, Standard Parts, Machine Accessories, Spencer Franklin
Hydraulic Workholding, Broaching and General & Modular Workholding.
The image(s) distributed with this press release may only be used to accompany this copy, and are
subject to copyright. Please contact DMA Europa if you wish to license the image for further use.
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